
CA and XML



Overview

• Why use XML in CA? 

• What is XML? 

• How to use XML? 

• How to get XML for CA? 

• An application: Gaze in multi-party interaction



Why use XML in CA?
• Because it helps CA achieve its goal:  

• “Thus it is not any particular conversation, as an object, that we are 
primarily interested in. Our aim is to get into a position to transform (…) our 
view of ‘what happened’, from a matter of a particular interaction done by 
particular people, to a matter of interactions as products of a machinery. We 
are trying to find the machinery.” (Sacks 1984: 26) 

• ‘Generalizability’ (Sacks 1984: 23) 

• Key concept of inferential statistics: 

• Can I generalize from the small sample to the whole population? 

• Quest for the ‘machinery’ requires not only fine-grained qualitative analyses of 
particular interactions but also quantitative data based on large-scale 
qualitative analyses of interactions and rigorous statistical analyses 

• XML facilitates quantitative analyses 



What is XML?
• XML is no stranger to CA: 

• ELAN, EXMARaLDA, etc. 

• XML is a data architecture:  

• machine-readable 

• facilitates ‘big-data’ analysis 

• accommodates textual and meta 
(analytical) data  

• connects data in a hierarchical 
network of nodes 

• Every node (set) is addressable and 
extractable

XML network:
• every node is either superordinate 

or subordinate to another node  
• every node is connected to any 

other node



What is XML?
• Most central node type: 

• element 

• 3 components: 

• element name

• attribute

• attribute value

• Example: 

• CABNC (Albert et al. 2015) 

• c. 2m-word corpus from British National Corpus based on audio 
files 

• contains detailed measurements of turn and word lengths

Excerpt from CABNC: KB5



How to use XML?
• XML query languages XPath and 

XQuery

• languages, not software! 

• run on platforms, e.g., eXist or 
BaseX 

• have their own syntax 

• learning curve ;) 

• easy introduction: Rühlemann 
et al. (2015) 

• address and extract node 
(sets) in XML document: 

• Example: CABNC

• Which turns? 

• How many turns? 

• Which well-prefaced 
turns? 

• How long are wells?



How to get XML for CA?
• XTranscript:  

• programmed by Matt Gee at BCU (Gee 2016) 

• http://rdues.bcu.ac.uk/cgi-bin/xtranscript/index.cgi

• automatically converts CA transcripts into XML format 

• Work-in-progress but far-developed: 

• converts CA transcripts with all Jeffersonian annotations into XML 

• i.e., XTranscript converts into XML the CA transcript “detailed enough to facilitate the 
analyst’s quest to discover and describe orderly practices of social action in 
interaction” (Hepburn & Bolden 2013: 58) 

• transcript details (i.e., text and annotations) are turned into XML nodes making them 
addressable and extractable 

• some post-editing needed (e.g., capitals for intensity, laughter) 

• also: PoS-tagging option

http://rdues.bcu.ac.uk/cgi-bin/xtranscript/index.cgi


Tagging scheme for XTranscript



An application: Gaze in multi-party interaction

Sandra’s gaze frequently shifts between Lio and Rico  
- multi-directional gaze

Bergerwald video: Sandra (27), Lio (19), Rico (18); c. 28 min 

This excerpt: 
Sandra tells a 
story in 
response to Lio’s 
enquiring about 
her brother 

- Lio: addressed 
recipient, 
included

- Rico: 
unaddressed 
recipient, 
potentially 
excluded How to examine  

multi-directional 
gaze 

in XML?

just a teaser … ;)



From  
CA transcript to 
XML transcript

Notation Gaze directions
XL1.3__ gaze to Lio
XR1.3__ gaze to Rico
X↓__ downward gaze
X↑__ upward gaze

X→__
sideways gaze 
away from 
participant(s)

X….. shifting gaze

XTranscript 1 3 

2 



From XML transcript to findings
• Upload XML transcript to BaseX 

• Get overview: 

• e.g., count number of gazes by Sandra: 

• 1,465 gazes!

• Get more specific data: 

• e.g., number of gazes to Lio and Rico per turn

4 
5 

6 

defines Sandra’s turns as a variable

defines sought output from variable

counts number of gazes to Lio or Rico



Some initial statistics
• How sporadic or regular is 

Sandra’s multi-directional gaze 
behavior?

• count number of gazes directed to 
Lio and Rico per turn 

• Sandra’s multi-directional gaze is a 
regular behavior occurring in 
almost every second turn 

• Investigate in specific interactional 
contexts! 

• e.g., storytelling, assessment-
agreement adj pairs, etc. 

• Hypothesis: 

• conversation is “built for 
two” (Stivers 2015, Rühlemann & 
Gries 2015), constantly posing the 
danger of exclusion 

• multi-directional gaze is perhaps a 
resource for achieving inclusion



In a nutshell
• XML 

• can help CA achieve its goal of ‘finding the machinery’ (Sacks 1984) 

• XTranscript 

• converts CA transcripts into XML 

• What is lost? 

• nothing; the qualitative basis of Jeffersonian transcripts is kept intact 

• What is gained? 

• a new dimension: 

• large-scale: unlimited data size processable in one go (convert multiple transcripts!) 

• efficient: immediate access to data of interest through XPath/XQuery 

• quantitative: exact counts of data of interest: “numbers and statistics” (Robertson 
2007: 65) 



Outlook
• Realistic: 

• CABNC 

• Storytelling Interaction Corpus (SITCO) 

• XML corpus of storytellings based on CA transcripts of BNC audio 
recordings and BCU video recordings 

• Utopian: 

• XTranscript as a crowd-sourced corpus? 

• collecting and processing large amounts of CA transcripts from different 
sources 

• easily possible due to: 

• same carefulness of transcription practice 

• shared Jeffersonian transcription syntax
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Additional slides





Some initial statistics
distributes her gaze roughly equally between the 
brothers

have extremely 
unequal turn shares

• How is Sandra’s multi-directional gaze correlated with Lio’s and Rico’s turn-taking?

• Sandra’s multi-directional gaze probably not correlated with local turn-taking, e.g. as gaze-directional addressing (Lerner 
2003) 

• Inclusive? 

• Investigate in specific interactional contexts!

Lio and 
Rico

Sandra   


